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Eventually, you will definitely discover a extra experience
and completion by spending more cash. yet when?
complete you admit that you require to get those all needs
similar to having significantly cash? Why dont you try to
acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats
something that will lead you to comprehend even more in
this area the globe, experience, some places, once
history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your agreed own mature to appear in reviewing habit.
in the course of guides you could enjoy now is The Bad
Boy Dragons Blood M C 5 below.

Our Surprise Family Paula Cox Our Surprise Family is
book 3 and the finale of The Damned MC trilogy! The
biker's thickness gave me morning sickness. I thought I
could rescue him from a life of crime. But the bad boy
biker didn't want anything I had to offer. Instead, he
wanted to give me something of his own: The baby I'm
carrying in my belly. It was my job to talk him out of his
way of life. But Rust was playing me all along. He didn't
want my help. He just wanted my body. Now, he's

dragging me into an underworld that I'll never survive. But
I can't say no to him. His touch, his scent, his power… It's
all too much to resist. I'm a good girl librarian, not a rebel
biker chick. But when I'm on the back of Rust's bike, I feel
like the whole world is ours. I'll be whoever he wants me
to be. His ride or die. His old lady. And the mother of his
children. At least, until his enemies come for me and our
baby.
Dragons Esther E. Schmidt 2019-11-22 Since the
beginning of time Dragons have existed and live in
solitude among their own clans and traditions. Enya lives
in the human world but is aware of the fact she's a
Dragon. She never encountered any others of her kind
and doesn't remember her past. She craves to find out
more about herself until she's suddenly faced with a
presumptuous, old-fashioned biker who'd rather demand
information than willingly provide. Vaughn, Dragon shifter
and President of the Dragons Charter, has been the
leader of his clan for decades. His clan has been facing
problems due to ancient traditions which complicate their
very existence. When Vaughn becomes aware of the
horrific fact of the existence of a half-blood, he's dead set
to handle this abomination accordingly; for a Dragon
needs to be a pure blood. A Dragon shifter is adamant,
stubborn, and hot-tempered though evolution has a way
to make you see reason within havoc. Can ancient
traditions withstand modern times? Or will clan members
refuse allegiance, leaving Vaughn and Enya no other
option then to fight for the right of existence? Each book
in the Death by Reaper MC series can be read as a
standalone story, featuring a new couple. For a greater

reading experience and background storyline,
recommended reading order: Hellhounds Death by
Reaper MC #1 Vampires Death by Reaper MC #2
Demons Death by Reaper MC #3 Dragons Death by
Reaper MC #4
Ace of Hearts Chantal Fernando 2018-06-11 The New
York Times bestselling author of the “swoonworthy and
addicting” (Kim Karr, New York Times bestselling author)
Wind Dragons Motorcycle Club series is back with more
bad boy bikers in this first novel in the Cursed Ravens
Motorcycle Club series. Erin Dawson had the perfect life
growing up in a perfect home with a perfect family. Her
parents gave her and her sister everything a child could
want. But after learning that the man she’s called “dad”
her whole life isn’t actually her biological father, Erin is
determined to find the man who is. Armed with her
original birth certificate, she finds her father, but begins
questioning if her mom had been right all along to keep
this information buried. It turns out he is the president of a
motorcycle club, which could not be further from the life
Erin leads. But, she’s determined to get to know the man
who she gets her striking blue eyes from. Despite getting
what she wants and finding her biological father, it’s the
slightly older, much rougher but incredibly sexy biker Ace
that catches Erin’s eye. As the new “princess” of the
Cursed Ravens, Erin is learning a whole new world, but
her father has made it clear she is off limits. Will Ace
follow his President’s orders or will he put his heart ahead
of his duty? A sizzling tale of family and passion, Ace of
Hearts features Fernando’s signature “snark and sass”

(Booklist) and is perfect for fans of Kristin Ashley.
Raw and Dirty Violet Blaze 2017-01-29
My Vampire System JKSManga 2020-04-17 The human
Race is at war with the Vicious Dalki and when they
needed help more than ever, THEY started to come
forward. Humans who had hidden in the shadows for
hundreds of years, people with abilities. Some chose to
share their knowledge to the rest of the world in hopes of
winning the war, while others kept their abilities to
themselves. Quinn had lost everything to the war, his
home, his family and the only thing he had inherited was a
crummy old book that he couldn’t even open. But when
the book had finally opened, Quinn was granted a system
and his whole life was turned around. He completed quest
after quest and became more powerful, until one day the
system gave him a quest he wasn’t sure he could
complete. "It is time to feed!" "You must drink human
blood within 24 hours" "Your HP will continue to decrease
until the task has been completed" More info, visit:
https://www.webnovel.com/
A Heart of Blood and Ashes Milla Vane 2020-02-04 In the
land of Umpar, the Parsatheans and the city-states have
come together to ward off the savage Farians, but this
newly formed coalition is now in peril. In the thick of battle,
formidable Parsathean commander Maddek receives
news that his parents have been killed by Thalen, the
corrupt ruler of Syssia. To get revenge he must use
Thalen's secret daughter as retribution. But Yvenne is
nothing like he had imagined. Though the blades of fury
and uncertainty dig deep, Maddek and Yvenne are
entwined through one common goal: to claim their rightful

thrones... or die trying.
Arrow's Hell Chantal Fernando 2015-06-16 From
bestselling author Chantal Fernando, the second book in
a sexy romance series featuring the bad boys of the Wind
Dragons Motorcycle Club and the women who fall in love
with them. Being the younger sister of a Wind Dragons
MC member isn’t as great as you’d think it would be. I
can’t escape the details of my brother’s exploits. No one
tells me anything. Men who know who I am tend to stay
away from me. And worst of all: the members of the MC
are off-limits. When Arrow catches my eye, I make it my
mission to make him happy again. When I fall head over
heels in love with him, I just hope he will be there to catch
me. And that my brother doesn’t kill him…
Bad Boy's Surprise Baby Kathryn Thomas Bad Boy's
Surprise Baby is book 1 of The Choppers MC trilogy.
Books 2 and 3, Bad Boy's Unexpected Baby and Bad
Boy's Secret Baby are available everywhere now! I
WANTED ADVENTURE. HE WANTED A BABY. WE
BOTH GOT WHAT WE WANTED. Devin owned me from
the second he walked into my shop. He was like
something out of a romance novel. And I wanted to see
where our story went. I just never guessed it would end
with his baby in my belly. It was obvious from the second
our eyes met: Devin wouldn't take no for an answer. He
saw something in me that he wanted… And I was
powerless to deny him. But that was before I knew the
kinds of people who were after Devin's blood. Bad men.
Evil men. Men who wouldn't hesitate to hurt me, too. I
never signed up for all this. But when Devin puts his seed

inside me… I'm stuck going along for the ride.
Heartbreak Claire St. Rose This is book 3 and the
conclusion of the Red Dragon Riders MC series! ? The
only one who can keep me safe is the one man I can't
stand – a biker. ANA Mack Steel is exactly what I don't
need. He's trouble through and through, and his
motorcycle club is even worse. He's got a violent past, a
loud mouth, and big ambitions. All I want to do is make
art. We're about as compatible as oil and water. People
warned me about him. I didn't listen. Because some
hidden part of me wanted to feel his rough hands on my
body, his filthy commands that made my heart hammer
and my blood boil for hours. He's ridden me harder than
his bike, and I've gone along with every feverish moment.
Now we're linked by something we never could have seen
coming. He says we'll come out on top. But I just want to
stay on top of him. MACK I need a relationship like I need
a hole in my head. Especially with a fiery, stubborn minx
like Ana. I live in the real world, and she thinks she can
tell me how to run my business. But I've had a hit of her
and now I want more. She's become an addiction and a
sickness all in one. She drives me crazy with that body,
that mouth, that mind, and the way she looks at me when
I tell her what to do. One problem – her ex is a crazy
b*stard and he's now the President of my club's biggest
rival. He thinks he can get her back by taking me out.
Good luck with that. He'll never take what's mine.
Ravenous Olivia Stephens 2009 Ravenous is book 3 and
the finale of the Iron Dragons MC trilogy! IN HIS BED,
OBEDIENCE ISN’T AN OPTION; IT’S MANDATORY.
KRISTINA I know men like him: they don't date, they don't

believe in love, and they take what they want when they
want it. Tonight, Keith Lee wants me. One look at those
hungry eyes and I know what’s on his mind. He’s already
made his decision to make me his plaything. I should've
known better than to jump in the devil's bed. But I can't
get his words out of my head: "You're MINE." KEITH Wise
guys don't fall in love. Not in this business. I made that
mistake once and almost paid the ultimate price for it. I
never expected Kristina to re-open all the old wounds.
One stupid moment. One single night. That's all it took.
But once won't be enough, and there's a war coming--with
her caught up in the middle of it all. I'll keep her safe.
Keep her alive. But then I'm making her MINE.
Inked Sins Claire St. Rose 2019-07-11 This is book 3 and
the finale of the Fallen Angels MC series! He’s a monster
and a sinner – and I’m chained to his bed. I shouldn’t be
here. But it’s too late to run. Staying here might mean
risking everything – my life, my body, my sanity. But I
can’t go back to what I was before. I’m addicted to the
biker’s touch. CAROLINE I think part of me always knew
he’d hurt me. Isn’t that just what bad boys do? They
convince you they’re different than the rest. They get you
to let your guard down. And then they shatter your heart
into a million little pieces. Mason was no different in that
regard. He convinced me he was a rebel with a heart of
gold. And for one blissful moment, I believed him. Then
the war came crashing down on my head. Before I know
it, I’m dodging bullets and riding for my life. I’m not cut out
for this motorcycle club business. I like numbers, my
puppy, helping people – just sweet, innocent things. I’m
not the type of girl for him. But Mason has me pinned

down and he won’t let me go. He says it’s for my own
safety. He says I need his protection. And the second he
lays his hands on me, I know one thing: I’ll never be able
to go back to my old life again. I belong to the biker now.
MASON It might’ve been a mistake to bring her in. But
there was chaos in my club, and I needed an ally. She
was just supposed to be a numbers freak. To look through
my accounting books and figure out what the hell was
going on. But there was danger lurking in the shadows…
And before I could protect her from it, it dragged us both
down to hell. She doesn’t think can trust me. Fair enough.
I probably wouldn’t trust me either. I’m everything she’s
been taught to fear: A liar, a killer, a biker, a beast. I’m a
cold-blooded S.O.B. who will screw you senseless and be
gone before you wake up. I’m a drug-running outlaw
kingpin… And I’m never, ever gonna apologize for it. But
despite all my sins, there’s one thing that will always be
true: I always protect what’s mine. I may have got
Caroline caught in the middle of this vicious crossfire. But
I’m not gonna rest until I get her out. That’s an outlaw’s
oath.
Cowboy Bikers MC: Dragons Esther E. Schmidt 2022-0913 Lutin - Being the president of an MC filled with dragon
shifters located at a huge ranch demands a truckload of
responsibilities. I am not just a biker, a cowboy, or a
dragon, but I am a man of many trades and talents. And
one of those is to protect the one who is destined to be
my eternal mate. Estavana - If being kidnapped isn’t
enough to spin my life around, demanding to agree with
becoming a dragon’s eternal mate within a day will do the
job. Add the havoc of dealing with my father’s enemy and

the day will spiral to bloodshed and the hardest choice
I’ve ever been confronted with; putting an end to my
mortal life. **WARNING; each paranormal Cowboy Bikers
MC book is a standalone novella. Includes: Love at first
sight. Different supernatural beings. Off the charts
chemistry. HEA. And each story will leave you wanting
more supernatural cowboy bikers!**
Billboard 2002-07-20 In its 114th year, Billboard remains
the world's premier weekly music publication and a
diverse digital, events, brand, content and data licensing
platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and
offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video,
gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues
and trends.
The Dragon's Heart B. A. Stretke 2017-09-29 Dane has
been searching in vain for his sister for five years. She
vanished with a violent biker gang and now no matter
what he does, he just can't get close enough to find her.
After a violent altercation with a gang of thugs hell-bent on
killing his friend Chance, Dane is at his wit's end, and he
wonders if he will ever be able to piece his life back
together. Everything changes when this large man literally
charges into his life and saves him from certain death at
the hands of the Night Whispers gang. He is swept into
the strongest arms he's ever known, and safety feels, for
once, like more than just a daydream. Alrick Keith is an
enigma to Dane. He's a biker, Dane's greatest fear, but he
is also kind and brings Dane a sense of peace. Dane is
still determined to find out what happened to his sister
and he is willing to put himself in danger's path to do it.
Will Dane survive the same forces that have taken his

sister or can Alrick get there in time and claim his forever
love? Alrick Keith has been on a quest from his Dragon
King, searching for his forever love. When Calum, his
Chieftain, found his mate at a café in Laramie, Wyoming
Alrick had hope that maybe his love wasn't far behind.
Finding his mate about to be devoured by a wolf shifter
was not a part of the plan. Once the threat is dispatched,
Alrick is loathe to let Dane out of his sight. Alrick must
tread lightly, between the biker gang and his dragon
secret he can't risk overwhelming his already stressed
mate. However, danger lurks, and a rogue gang is setting
its sights on Laramie and Alrick's mate. Can Alrick save
his mate and have that real chance at forever? The
Dragon's Heart can defy any odds.
Black Dragons Cara Wade 2020-04-01 She’s in for the
ride of her life. Maria My parents’ love of dragon hunting
got them killed and I want no part of it. When I’m
confronted with a chance to find my father’s killer, I’m not
sure what to do. I certainly don’t expect to stumble upon
Lucas; sexy, frustrating and dangerous. I’m not supposed
to fall for a dragon shifter. But Lucas might just be the
exception. Lucas I’m a dragon shifter. I love my club and I
love my bike, and that’s all there is too it. So when Maria
walks into my life, I don’t have time to deal with her
problems. But damn, she’s sexy, and even though she’s a
dragon-hunter, I find myself drawn to her. But humans are
bad news and I know better than that. So why do I find
myself falling deeper? Standalone Romance Short Story
With No Cliffhanger! --- SEARCH TERMS: Dragon
Romance, Dragon shifter romance, dragon romance,
paranormal dragon shifter romance, alpha dragon

romance, motorcycle club romance, alpha male biker
romance, shifter biker romance, dragon biker romance,
alpha male romance, bad boy romance, paranormal
shifter romance, Alpha male romance, Shifter romance,
Shapeshifter romance, paranormal romance, insta love
romance, new adult romance, quick reads, paranormal
romance with sex, short reads, novels, novella, fictions,
ebooks, dominant possessive, second chance romance,
full length novel, steamy romance, hot reads, urban
fantasy
Dirty Aces MC Complete Series D B West 2021-06-21 Go
for a ride with the bad boys of the Dirty Aces MC! These
six dirty-talking bikers will sweep you off your feet and
leave you begging for more! MALCOLM While Malcolm
Hyde may look like your very own personal Jesus, he's
anything but a saint. Covered in tattoos and leather, he's
a smoking hot biker and nothing but trouble. As the
president of the Dirty Aces MC, Malcolm is known for
being cold and calculating. One bad decision - getting into
business with the wrong person - is all it takes to bring
down the entire MC. It's happened before to his
predecessor, which is why Malcolm refuses to let it
happen again on his watch. He doesn't trust anyone
except for the few men who wear the same ace of spades
patch on their back. And that's exactly why he doesn't
ever take his eyes off of me - the new girl. I never
intended to make an enemy out of Malcolm or the MC
when I was sent to steal everything I could from them.
DEVLIN As one of the enforcers for the Dirty Aces,
sometimes I have to hurt people. Using my fists to get
results is not something I enjoy - it's just part of the job.

My loyalty will always be to the MC and no one else. So
just because Jetta James is a hot as hell girl I once
hooked up with at a rock concert, it doesn't mean I can
give her brother a break on the gambling debt he owes to
the Aces. When Jetta finds out I'm a member of the MC,
she thinks I'm bad news; but her brother Sean is the one
drowning in his bad decisions. NASH Whenever Nash
Kincaid looks in the mirror, he only sees a monster who
ruins lives. Thanks to his involvement with the Dirty Aces
MC, there's so much blood on his hands he'll never wash
them clean again. Violence is just part of the outlaw
lifestyle. That's why he's not all that surprised when he's
hit with divorce papers three years after his wife walked
out on him. The last thing Nash needs right now is a nosy
new neighbor who refuses to leave him alone. If Lucy
knew Nash's dark secrets, he's certain that she would run
the other way rather than try her best to get into his bed.
Thanks to a failed marriage, he knows he can never be
the man Lucy needs him to be, not while he's a member
of the MC with a life sentence hanging over his head.
SILAS A late-night attack at her home convinces Cora
that leaving Carolina Beach behind to start over in witness
protection is her only choice. What Cora doesn't know is
that the tough, no-nonsense FBI agent who swoops in to
protect her is not who he says he is. In fact, he's the last
man she should ever trust. WIRTH After a patch-over
party turns into a near-fatal shootout that injures several
members, the Dirty Aces MC is left reeling. Wirth feels
especially guilty since he wasn't at the bar when his
brothers needed him the most. Instead, he had left with a
beautiful, mysterious woman, making some of the new

members question his loyalty to the club. Needing to clear
his own name, Wirth intends to find out who the rat is
within the MC. Suspicious of the new girl, Maeve, he
decides to try and get closer to her to determine where
her true loyalties lie. FIASCO When he takes two bullets
during a shooting, Fiasco nearly loses his life. And in a
way, dying may have been the easy way out. But once he
saw Joanna's face, the angelic nurse doing everything
she could to save his life, he wanted nothing more than to
live. Overcoming his injuries is just the first obstacle
Fiasco will have to face. If he can't get back to his
construction job soon, he'll lose everything he's worked so
hard to have, along with all the people who depend on
him. WARNING: THIS BOX SET CONTAINS SEXUALLY
AND PHYSICALLY VIOLENT SCENES THAT MAY BE A
TRIGGER FOR SOME INDIVIDUALS.
Billboard 2002-08-10 In its 114th year, Billboard remains
the world's premier weekly music publication and a
diverse digital, events, brand, content and data licensing
platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and
offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video,
gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues
and trends.
Bad Boy's Surprise Baby Kathryn Thomas 2018-01-02 I
WANTED ADVENTURE. HE WANTED A BABY. WE
BOTH GOT WHAT WE WANTED. Devin owned me from
the second he walked into my shop.He was like
something out of a romance novel.And I wanted to see
where our story went.I just never guessed it would end
with his baby in my belly.It was obvious from the second
our eyes met:Devin wouldn't take no for an answer.He

saw something in me that he wanted...And I was
powerless to deny him.But that was before I knew the
kinds of people who were after Devin's blood.Bad
men.Evil men.Men who wouldn't hesitate to hurt me, too.I
never signed up for all this.But when Devin puts his seed
inside me...I'm stuck going along for the ride. BAD BOY'S
SURPRISE BABY is a full-length, standalone, bad boy
baby MC heist romance. Includes your fill of hot sex,
thrilling action, and HEAs that will melt your heart!
Zero Apologies Autumn Jones Lake 2019-08-08 One by
one, the lies have been unraveled. I’ve shed blood to
protect Lilly. To protect our family. I’d do it again and
again as long as she’s safe. It’s time to marry her, cherish
her, and spend the rest of our lives together. We were so
close to our happy ending. Then chaos swept it away.
The road ahead remains unknown. Loyalty, honor,
brotherhood. Kings forever, forever Kings. I’ll never betray
my club. Even if it means losing everything.
Bikers Desire 2020-04-14 STEAMY HOT BAD BOY MC
BIKER ROMANCE COLLECTION 3 Standalone Short
Stories With No Cliffhanger Dangerous Bikers He’s falling
for her and she’s falling into their world. Jessica has just
been through a tough year. Not only did her husband
cheat on her and leave her behind, but he’s disappeared
and left her to cover his debts, and there are a lot of them.
Exhausted and with no one to turn to, Jessica starts
working shifts at the local MC bar to try and make ends
meet enough to survive. When her husband’s debts catch
up with her, Jessica is in danger of losing her home to the
MC gang that loaned her husband thousands of dollars.
Jessica’s world is falling apart, but when dangerous biker

Troy walks into her life, she is forced to reconsider her
choices. Is she happy in her suburban life and her dead
end job, or is she longing for something more? A taste of
the wild side? Is her life really falling apart, or just
changing into something new? Maybe even something
better. Bad Boy Daddy Cherise Clayton has had it up to
here with boring, nice guys. But when bad boy biker Lynx
rescues her from a bar fight gone horribly wrong, is he
just what she needed or too much for her to handle?
Blogger Cherise Clayton is a successful writer and fiercely
independent woman who doesn’t have time for romance.
She needs to focus on her career. When she’s on the
road researching a story, she wanders into the wrong dive
bar and is confronted by a group of grizzled bikers who
don’t appreciate a black woman wandering into their
watering hole. She stands up for herself, but the gang is
having none of it. Luckily for Cherise, Alexander “Lynx”
Andrews, a handsome young biker, comes to her rescue,
defending her from the others and sweeping her off her
feet and onto the back of his bike. After a passionate
night, Cherise uncovers a few shocking secrets from
Lynx’s past and flees back home to San Francisco. When
she discovers that she is unexpectedly pregnant by Lynx,
Cherise has to decide if it’s best to keep this baby to
herself, or reach out to her baby’s bad boy daddy. Black
Dragons She’s in for the ride of her life. Maria My parents’
love of dragon hunting got them killed and I want no part
of it. When I’m confronted with a chance to find my
father’s killer, I’m not sure what to do. I certainly don’t
expect to stumble upon Lucas; sexy, frustrating and
dangerous. I’m not supposed to fall for a dragon shifter.

But Lucas might just be the exception. Lucas I’m a dragon
shifter. I love my club and I love my bike, and that’s all
there is too it. So when Maria walks into my life, I don’t
have time to deal with her problems. But damn, she’s
sexy, and even though she’s a dragon-hunter, I find
myself drawn to her. But humans are bad news and I
know better than that. So why do I find myself falling
deeper?
Signed and Sealed B.A. Stretke 2011-08-01 William
Drake’s living an ordinary life—he's got a job, a dog, and
a house near Lake Superior—when a frantic call for help
from his ne'er-do-well sister, Katrina, throws a big ranchershaped kink in the works. Proving that no good deed goes
unpunished, Will’s arrival at the Montana ranch belonging
to Katrina's fiancé, Martin, is marked by a flat tire and
unexpected help from a tall, dark, and handsome Good
Samaritan who turns out to be Elijah Hunter, Martin's
brother, and the most unsettling man Will has ever met.
Eli’s fury over Katrina’s misdeeds boils over onto Will, and
he demands that Will remain on the ranch until the matter
is resolved. While Will can take Katrina's place, Eli doesn’t
make it easy, testing Will at every turn, but Will’s
uncompromising morals exceed even Eli’s exacting
standards. The attraction growing between them is further
complicated by Eli’s ultimatum: he's still holding Katrina to
the pre-nup she signed... unless Will agrees to marry Eli
instead.
Apex B. A. Stretke 2017-09-29 Apex: The geometric
center of a turn. The point at which a turn is negotiated at
the highest speed and the motorcycle's direction has
changed.Calum Keith is the leader of Dragon's Blood

Motorcycle Club (M.C.) and the Chieftain of Clan Keith, a
Clan of Scottish Dragons who accepted a quest from their
King to come to America and find their fate-chosen mates.
A seer told them that where they encountered one mate,
many others would also be found. The Clan has ridden
the back roads of America for nearly 100 years looking for
the answer to their quest. In a small caf• in the High Plains
Wyoming town of Laramie, Calum Keith runs headlong
into a young man named Chance Bashford. This is
Calum's destiny, and Chance might just be the love of his
life. Before that, they must overcome the harsh upbringing
and lack of care that Chance has endured during his short
twenty-one years on this earth. If Calum plays his cards
right, he just might win the heart of his beloved. However,
like any quest, danger lurks around every corner. A rogue
wolf pack has made Laramie their home base, and they
have their sights set on Calum's love. Calum and his gang
of Dragon's must face this threat head on if they want a
chance at putting down some roots and seeing what the
winds of the high plains have in store for their Dragon
Clan. The Quest is just beginning.
Mute ML. NYSTROM 2018-03-03 Mute is the first book in
the Dragon Runners series, introducing the world to the
sexy alpha males of the Dragon Runners motorcycle club
and the strong, feisty women who bring them to their
knees.
The Art of the Deal B.A. Stretke 2013-04-22 Coleman
passed Sean over for a job. Sean has been snubbing him
since. He can't live up to Coleman's standards—or can
he?
Destiny Paul B. Thompson 2007 Gilthas Pathfinder is

finally reunited with his wife, Kerianseray, and her
warriors as they risk everything to find refuge in the fabled
valley of Inath-Wakenti, but others are also drawn to the
forbidden vale that could threaten their safety. Original.
Dragon Renegade Ava Catori 2017-08-24 She’s a tangled
ball of yarn, a complete mess. Why can’t she get her life
together? He’s my brother’s enemy. He’s everything I’m
not. My ex’s rival. When Roxy Brooks falls, she falls hard.
Not in love, but in life. Scraped off the bathroom floor of a
seedy strip joint, she’s forced to face reality. Her ragged
and dangerous ways have almost left her dead. The only
way to survive is to change the only life she’s ever known.
Carter (AKA Bear) is a no-nonsense, rough and ready
member of the Rebel Dragons Motorcycle Club. When he
drags Roxy to the emergency room for help, he’s left
wondering why he’s even sitting there. If he takes her
under his wing, he’ll be disappointed. If he lets her go, she
may wind up dead. Pushing against the odds and a rivalry
bike club, Bear decides to reach out and save a lost soul.
Will he regret ever getting involved?
Glacier Violet Blaze 2017-06-16 His real name might be
Saint, but he's a monster. His heart—if he even has
one—is coated in ice. Dark. Like the blood under his
fingernails. Saint “Glacier” Nordin is the enforcer for the
Alpha Wolves Motorcycle Club and sin for sin, he's an
outlaw among outlaws. But even monsters want to be
accepted and there's a place in the club for someone like
him, a man that paints with blood instead of oils. Glacier,
he's the stuff nightmares are made of. But I love him.
Even if he's thirty and I'm only seventeen, even if the
looks he gives me are cold hell. I want all of him: his body,

his heart … and his monster. *GLACIER is a stand-alone
MC romance by bestselling author C.M. Stunich writing as
Violet Blaze, with a sexy tattooed badass, a strong and
capable heroine, and a dark but riveting love story. This
book is a spin-off of the completed "Bad Boys MC Trilogy"
starting with "Raw and Dirty" but can be read entirely on
its own.*
Wild & Inked Claire St. Rose This is book 3 and the finale
of the Desert Sons MC series! I gave her the ride she
never asked for. The reckless girl just crossed the wrong
man. Nobody steals what's mine – especially not my
vintage chopper. But instead of dealing outlaw justice, I'm
gonna put her to work for my MC. Right after I put her to
work in my bed. JACK She was supposed to be just a
means to an end. A tool for the job – use her and then
toss her aside. But this one-time relationship is turning
into something more. Something I never expected. It
started when she stole my bike. And it won't end until
she's bent over and begging for my mercy. TINA I was
desperate for a getaway ride. What could be better than
the gleaming, vintage Harley sitting in the empty
warehouse? I should've known: nothing that good comes
without strings attached. And, needless to say, Jack
Carter is less than pleased that I stole his bike. He's the
only man who could catch me. And when he did… It was
time for my punishment. But the joke is on him, because
Jack's punishment is heaven to me. In his tatted arms, I
feel wild and free. I beg him for more and more and more
– as much as he could possibly give me in one night. I
thought the sunrise would signal our goodbye. But it turns
out Jack has bigger plans for me. And when the job goes

wrong, we find ourselves forced into an unexpected
position. Can I trust the man who swore to break me?
Alpha's Temptation Renee Rose 2021-04-08 MINE TO
PROTECT. MINE TO PUNISH. MINE. I’m a lone wolf,
and I like it that way. Banished from my birth pack after a
bloodbath, I never wanted a mate. Then I meet Kylie. My
temptation. We’re trapped in an elevator together, and her
panic almost makes her pass out in my arms. She’s
strong, but broken. And she’s hiding something. My wolf
wants to claim her. But she’s human, and her delicate
flesh won't survive a wolf's mark. I'm too dangerous. I
should stay away. But when I discover she's the hacker
who nearly took down my company, I demand she submit
to my punishment. And she will. Kylie belongs to me.
Publisher’s Note: Alpha’s Temptation is a stand-alone
book in the Bad Boy Alphas series. HEA guaranteed, no
cheating.
Vampires Esther E. Schmidt 2018-10-23 Being kidnapped
and unexpectedly thrust into the paranormal world she
didn’t even know existed has overwhelmed Tessera. Even
more, because her savior is the President of the Death by
Reaper MC, Vampire Charter, who claimed her as his
eternal mate. Between protecting his mate from his own
wrath and trying to balance his MC duties, Jagger is
fighting a battle bigger than the fight between good and
evil. Finding a solution for the stack of danger that keeps
growing might involve teaming up with a new enemy who
is reluctant to join forces. With a threat of an apocalypse
in the near future, there is no option other than to
surrender to the truth more paranormal lives are needed
to keep the rest of the world living. Evil hides in the

inevitable to rectify redemption. Dive into book two of
Death by Reaper MC and submit to the reality crawling
into the darkness might be the only good this world has to
offer. Vampires can be read as a standalone. For a
greater reading experience, recommended reading order:
Hellhounds Death by Reaper MC #1 Vampires Death by
Reaper MC #2 Demons Death by Reaper MC #3 Dragons
Death by Reaper MC #4
Big Bad Bikers Kelly Cusson 2020-04-24 A collection of 4
steamy motorcycle club romance short stories with no
cliffhanger! Stuck - Bad Boy Biker Romance Ali is stuck.
Stuck in a town as small and dull as most of the people in
it. Stuck in a dead end job. And, most of all, stuck in a
relationship with Jake. A deadbeat alcoholic who has
lately taken to hitting her. It’s this frustration that drives
her to drink. It’s also this frustration which compels her to
accept an offer of a drink from Ben. A gorgeous, tattooed
member to a club that rivals her boyfriend’s. One drink at
a little run down bar turns into a weekly tradition. And,
though Ali worries about her boyfriend discovering her
secret, she finds that she likes Ben too much to care. But,
when Jake finds out what Ali has been hiding from him,
the consequences prove deadly. With a mad, vengeful
boyfriend on her tail, Ali has no choice but to turn to Ben
for protection. Will Ben be able to keep Ali safe from
harm? Will Ali find in Ben what was missing from her
relationship with Jake? Or, will Ben turn out to be just
another biker with more love for his club than he has for
her? After Hours - MC Biker / Pregnancy Romance Diana
is the rising star in her company. Her one problem is that
she is incredibly submissive. Run over by her boss and

boyfriend, Diana decides to cut lose for once and have a
little fun. But when she meets a handsome young biker in
Jersey, she’ll need to decide whether to continue being
walked all over or be the one who takes life fully by the
balls. Tumbleweed and Daggers - MC Biker Menage
Romance Terry Tumbleweed was having a weird day.
The attempted robbery was bad enough. But then the
beginning of a war in her parking lot, becoming a target in
the same war and then falling for two guys at once - it was
not what she had planned for her day, she would have
remembered. Of course she then had to defend herself
from all of those things, including her desire for the
president and second-in-command of the Daggers. The
Daggers were a motorcycle club that counted her store as
inside their territory. If only the Dragons, another club, did
not want the territory as well, all things would be good. Of
course they did want it and she was the pawn. She just
could not figure out if she was the pawn of her desires for
love or excitement. Either way, the mixture of
Tumbleweed and Daggers would be unpredictable she
knew. Stallion - MC Biker Menage MFM Romance Laura
ran away to escape her past, and now she lives in a
crappy apartment, and works in a dive bar. It isn’t ideal,
but she’s working towards something better, desperately
hoping that her past doesn’t catch up to her in the
process. But of course, people in hiding have to come out
to play eventually! Mac loved Laura from a very young
age, and it devastated him to see her fall for another boy
in the neighborhood – Fenton. But their relationship was
wild, and messed things up big time. Things went badly
wrong, and she ran away from her life. With a sudden

hole in their lives, Mac and Fenton joined the Stallions – a
local motorcycle club. One day, fate puts the three of
them together again, after many years apart. Only this
time, Mac doesn’t intend to let his rival win her heart. He
wants her for himself, and nothing will stop him. As the
competition heats up, and starts to lose control; Laura,
Fenton, and Mac find themselves teetering dangerously
down a crazy, explosive road, and none of them know
where it’s going to end.
Death by Reaper MC: The Complete Collection Esther E.
Schmidt 2021-12-21 Dive into the complete collection of
Death by Reaper MC and submit to the sentimental truth
that crawling into the darkness might be the only good this
world has to offer. Four standalone paranormal romance
books in one. Each book is a complete standalone story
featuring a new couple and a biker chapter of the Death
by Reaper motorcycle club. This collection contains the
entire series: Hellhounds (book 1), Vampires (book 2),
Demons (book 3), Dragons (book 4).
Tool Claire St. Rose This is book 2 of the Tool Hitman
Romance Series! Book 3 is available everywhere now!
He's got a dangerous tool, and he knows how to use it.
MAYA I thought my father hired Quinn to be my protector.
But it turns out that he's more of a prison guard. It's
Quinn's secret job to keep me under his watchful eye, so I
don't do what I desperately want to do: Run away from my
mob boss daddy, who's trying to marry me off to the rich,
arrogant son of some other mafia creep. Quinn doesn't
give a d*mn either way. He's just there to collect a
paycheck and get back to a life of whiskey drinking and
one-night stands. Until one night, we go too far and end

up in the shower together. Now, there's no going back to
the way things were. He says he's a loner with no room in
his heart for love. But I know that there's a man deep
down inside him who feels something for me. At least, I
hope so. Because if I'm wrong, then by sundown
tomorrow, I'll be married to a monster. Unless Quinn
comes back to save me. QUINN The last thing I needed
was a girl like Maya Butler. A spoiled, high-maintenance
brat who thinks she can tell me what to do just because
her daddy's footing the bill. But once I got a taste of her,
she became an addiction that I couldn't quit. I took her,
claimed her, and made her beg me for more. There's just
one problem: Some mafia scumbag thinks that she
belongs to him, and he'll start a war to take her away from
me. But Mimi is mine. No matter who says otherwise. I
may not have started this war. But I'm sure as hell going
to finish it.
Torment: Part One Dylan Page 2021-01-14 Torment Part
One is a dark, taboo, MC, contemporary romance. How
did I get here? Broken, bruised, and mentally
shattered.For most of my life, my older stepbrother, Shay,
was my hero, my rock, and my best friend. The one I
knew I could always rely on. For many years, I accepted
everyone and everything around me. But as I grew up, the
veil was lifted, and I slowly came to understand how
f*cked up it all really is. These men, who I considered
uncles and close family friends, are members of the
dominant MC, The Celtic Beasts. Shay is not only a proud
member. He is the one they send in to do their dirty work.
For some reason, this tough, muscled, terrifying guy,
needs me to ground and comfort him. But I have always

had bigger plans. Bigger dreams. I don't want to be
trapped here, in this life that is dark, bloody and violent. I
want to get out, escape... but Shay has other plans for
me. What do you do when your protector becomes the
very root of your torment?**Warning: This book is meant
for mature readers, 18+. Torment Part One is a dark
romance and contains scenes and situations that may be
upsetting for some readers. Includes several triggers and
sensitive material such as: domestic abuse, profanity,
gang violence, PTSD, depression, anxiety disorders, and
sexual assault. Please do not read if you are
uncomfortable with any of the above. Thank you.
Dragon Rebel Ava Catori 2017-08-24 He scares me. He’s
got history. A biker with a violent past. I need to stay
away. Why can’t I stop thinking about him? His raw grit
and power pull me in like a magnet. I can’t stop staring at
his massive, hard body. I’m drawn in like a fish to a baited
hook. His confidence consumes me. One lonely night, I
finally gave in. Now he fills my every fantasy, but he’s the
poison that will kill me. God help me, I’m wearing down.
She’s mine. She just doesn’t know it yet. She lit a fire
inside of me. I’m going to capture her heart and soul.
She’ll beg me not to let go. I’ll do whatever it takes, and I
won’t stop until she’s in my arms where she belongs. I’ll
make her understand there’s only one choice, and I won’t
be denied. There’s nowhere to run that I won’t find her.
She’s mine. She’s a single mom. He’s been in trouble
more times than most. Can this oil and water couple find
their way to happiness? Grab this engaging motorcycle
club romance and get swept up into Yukon’s world. Read

a Rebel Dragons MC Biker Romance today.
Dragonkeeper Carole Wilkinson 2011-05-13 'The most
captivating children’s book I’ve seen so far this year,'
Amanda Craig, The Times Ping is a slave in a little-used
royal palace on the edge of the Emperor’s kingdom. Her
tyrannic master is a cruel drunk who neglects his duties
as Imperial Dragonkeeper and under his watch the
Emperor’s dragons have dwindled from a magnificent
dozen to a miserable two. When one dragon dies, only
the ancient and wise Long Danzi remains. His fate seems
sealed – until Ping comes to his rescue in a moment of
startling bravery that reveals her destiny as a
Dragonkeeper. Pursued by the Emperor’s forces and an
evil dragon hunter, Ping, Danzi, and a rat called Hua, set
off on a remarkable journey across the kingdom. Bound
for the Ocean, they carry a mesmerising, beautiful dragon
stone that must be protected at any cost. Surviving
dangers of all kinds – a shape-shifting necromancer, and
a ritual sacrifice among them – the trio finally arrive at
Ocean, Danzi’s final place of rest. But as her dragonfriend leaves Ping forever, the dragon stone reveals its
spectacular secret...
The Vampire's Throne AJ Tipton 2016-12-10 A vampire
prince fighting to liberate his people. A stunning
photographer intrigued by the supernatural world.
Together they must save their vampire kingdom…or die
trying. Sexy vampire Christopher Dal has spent centuries
recruiting free-thinkers and dreamers to turn into
vampires. When he meets Alice, Christopher knows she
would be the perfect addition to his vampire family. But
once he turns her, he will become her sire and any

romance between them will be impossible…and he’s
already falling in love with her. Alice Jones’s dearest
dream is to become a full-time photographer, leave her
boring day job, and explore the world. But when she
meets the handsome and mysterious Christopher at her
first art show, she discovers that the world is more
magical and perilous than she ever imagined. Just when
immortality is within Alice’s reach, a vampire civil war
erupts between Christopher’s followers and his powerhungry brother, Rhys. With the fate of vampire kind in
Alice’s hands, will she choose safety or love? The
Vampire Throne is an adult paranormal romance. If you
like red-hot passion, blood-pumping drama, and satisfying
love stories, then you’ll love the first installment of the
sizzling Royal Blood series. The ROYAL BLOOD books
may each be read as standalones. However, you may find
they are best enjoyed in the following order: 1 - The
Vampire’s Throne And Coming Soon: 2 - The Vampire’s
Lair, 3 - The Vampire’s Escape, 4 - The Vampire’s Choice
Buy The Vampire Throne to feed your passion today!
The Devil You Love Claire St. Rose This is book 1 of The
Devil You Love Mob Romance Series. Books 2 and 3 are
available everywhere now! I bought the daughter of the
man I came to kill. I'm a devil with a lifetime of sins behind
me. She's an angel in the wrong place at the wrong time.
But that won't stop me from buying her. And it won't stop
me from making her mine. ROMA I'm a hitman. I'm used
to taking what I want. But paying for it? Out of the f**king
question. Until her. Felicity was a jewel I could not pass
up. She was never supposed to be here, at this flesh
auction. Especially not on stage. Under the spotlight. Bare

for all to see. But that just made it hotter. I wanted her for
myself. And for my mission: Killing her father. But the
longer she's in my grasp… The more I start to realize… I
might have gotten more than I bargained for. FELICITY
They sold me. Like a piece of f**king meat. This can't be
happening. I keep expecting to wake up from this
nightmare. But every time I open my eyes, it's the same
thing: HIM. The hitman. The killer. The beast who bought
me. Staring back at me with those steely, unblinking eyes.
His hands by his side, capable of breaking me as soon as
he decides he wants to. I don't know what he plans to do
with me. What sick and twisted game he intends to play.
But the tension between us is becoming unbearable. I'm
his slave. Utterly at his mercy. And the truth is… Deep,
deep down… That's exactly how I want it.
GIVE HIM EVERYTHING Paula Cox GIVE HIM
EVERYTHING is book 3 and the finale of the Steel
Phoenix MC trilogy! I’ll make her give in to my darkest
cravings. She wanted an adventure. I needed someone to
control. She was so innocent. So pure that it’d almost be
a shame to ruin her. Almost. She should have stayed
away. She should have kept her distance. But now she’s
mine to do with as I please. I destroy beautiful things, and
she’s going to be my masterpiece. Every touch. Every
breath. Every moan. Until she can’t remember her own
name. Because she’ll be too busy screaming mine.
Breakdown Claire St. Rose 2019-07-13 This is book 3
and the finale of the Mojave Boys MC series! A man like
me takes what he wants – and doesn't take no for an
answer. ? Maya is a jewel in this godforsaken desert. Not
to mention the finest piece of a$$ I've seen in a long time.

But she's not gonna be as easy to get in bed as my usual
fare of dirty club girls. She's a professional model who
gives as good as she gets. Fiery, feisty, and independent
as hell, she says she isn't gonna let a cocky outlaw like
me break her down. But she doesn't know just how far I'm
willing to go to get what I want. I've made a career out of
succeeding where no other man could. And this frontier
isn't gonna be any different. Besides – Maya is in my
world now. This is Mojave Boys MC territory: a place
where blood is cheap, where might makes right, where
bullets fly fast and thick. If she wants to make it out of
here alive, she'll have to listen very, very carefully.
Because I'm only gonna say it once: Tonight, baby…
You're coming home with me.
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